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B.	Animals.  Animals also influence man in a thousand ways.   If the
horse or ox had never been tamed, the prairies might have remained un-
cultivated.   In most parts of Europe and America it would have been
alfhost impossible to get rid of grass in cultivated fields if there had been
no animals to draw; the plow.   Without sheep not only would our food
supply be diminished, but we should not know where, to. turn for warm
winter clothing.^ The only good substitute for wool is fur, and that, too,
is derived from animals.  Even more important in our daily lives are cows,
which give us the most perfect of all foods.   The hens_that lay several
billion eggs every "year iri the United States \vt5uld be sadly missed if their
cackle shdul3 forever cease.   In many sections of Central Africa the tsetse
fly not only kills horses, sheep, and cattle, but also transmits to man a
terrible, wasting disease, while in most tropical regions the malarial mos-
quito continually brings sickness and helps to make people ineffective.
Even in our own land animals are harmful as well as helpful  The com-
mon or typhoid fly brings many dangerous diseases; and the disgusting
rat not only consumes hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of property
each year, but also spreads the plague.
C.	Man: How Man Responds to Geographic Surroundings.   The two
columns headed "Human Responses" on page 4 sugji^th^waj^mjcvhich
.the distribution of human activities and qualities is influenced by the
natural^envifonment, that" is, by plants and animals as welTasTiy the physi-
cal factQrs.num^^lTj'o'V.^In the first of these columns the human"
responses are divided into four classes, while the second gives some of the
details about these classes.   In studying the first class, "Material Needs,"
we ask: How far do geographical surroundings lead people to use special
kinds of materials in satisfying their need for food, clothing, shelter, toqls,^
and means of'transportation?   Then we ihqi^jwHat, occupations ..people
follow in makinguse of jhejse.materials^
Although all people have material needs and all follow certain occu-
pations in order to satisfy these needs, the efl5ciencyjKi&_which people
follow their occupations varies^enormously. Some are so indolent" of
stupid lhaT"the*y rarely work unless actuaHy^in want of food or other
necessities; others work energetically but spasmodically and unwisely; and
still others work hard, steadily, and to good purpose. Such differences, as
is evident on page 4, depend partly on biological inheritance. Some indi-
viduals, and perhaps some racial groups, appear to be born with especial
vigor of both body and mind. /.Differences in efficiency, however, depend
to a large extenni£ojijiealth;^ The" distribution^^aHijn^mrn^depends
oh" food, clothing, shelter, occupations^£arasitic diseases, and many other
factofsj'bpth physical anc! cultural. Its general worHwidelfismbutioii "re-
sembles that of climate more closely than anything else.

